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3. What is success going to look like?
Student Achievement

a

Higher pass rate
Shorter pathway to 100

Math Department

a

Instructors

1. What Does the Department Bring Already?

a Tutoring support for
students

a Enthusiasm dedication
willingness to change

a Open-mindedness
reasonable thoughtful

What do we teach
and why?
• What is currently in each course.
• State standards (ABE, DEVED)
• Establish a coherent and cohesive
conceptual framework that describes a
mathematics curriculum that creates a
well-defined bridge from ABE to college
level math.
• Through this process we will establish
and communicate through lines, student
learning, outcomes, and best practices
for teaching

a Interdepartmental
ABE-DEVED-MATH
a Professional
approachability

a Open-cooperative
infrastructure

a Professional
development sharing
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Survey instructors. attitude, time, effort, experience
In the context of professional development, we
will hypothesize a collection of best practices,
try them out, refine, and share what contributed
to engaging students in complex activities while
working at establishing the attributes of a safe,
professional culture of shared inquiry for faculty regardless of status- ABE, DEVED, Math,
adjunct and full time.
We will form our hypotheses during a process of
faculty inquiry and a survey of faculty.

How Do We Know
Learning Has
Occurred?
-Classroom Assessment

We will visit each other’s classrooms
Formative Assessment/Formative
Student Survey. Preprogram-satisfaction level
“attitude” time, effort, access to instructor
We are going to look at student achievement
during the course of the project. We are going to measure student satisfaction in math
classes as we track persistence and success
of student transition over time. We want to ask
students what are the assets and attributes
they need to succeed in the math program,
then track if the students have them. We also
need to unpack this idea.

Specific Student experiences

a

believe that effort does contribute to success. Math applies to students’ everyday
life
more adjunct participation
faculty inquiry group

4. challenges?
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collaboration

•

How Do We Teach?
-Classroom Exchange

a

Existing scope and sequence of

courses

a Number of part-time instructors "drop-in” “drop out"
a 50% Math course taught by adjunct

a

Acceptance that 30-40% students will fail. what does success
look like?

a

Training in teaching state stan-
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